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ABSTRACT
Aims. We analyse the properties of the host galaxies of a [NeV]-selected sample to investigate whether and how they are affected by the AGN. 
Methods. We have selected a sample of galaxies at 0.62 < z <  1.2 from the VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS) and divided it 
in blue cloud galaxies, red passive galaxies and green valley galaxies using the NUVrK diagram. Within each category, galaxies with AGN activity 
were identified based on the detection of the high-ionisation [NeV]23426 emission line. For each galaxy we derived several properties (stellar age 
and mass, the ( r -K )  colour, the [OII] luminosity) and compared them between active and inactive galaxies matched in stellar mass and redshift. 
Results. We find statistically significant differences in the properties between active and inactive galaxies. These differences imply that the AGN 
is more often found in galaxies with younger stellar populations and more recent star-forming activity than their parent samples. Interestingly, the 
AGN identified through the [NeV]23426 emission line is not commonly found by traditional AGN-selection techniques based on shallow X-ray data, 
mid-IR colours, and classical line diagnostic diagrams, and might thus reveal a specific evolutionary phase. The spectral analysis reveals a sub-set 
of AGN within the blue cloud that has spectral signatures implying a sudden suppression of star formation activity similar to post-starburst galaxies. 
Conclusion. Using the rich dataset of the large VIPERS sample we identify a novel class of active post-starburst galaxies that would be missed by 
traditional selection techniques. These galaxies belong to the blue cloud, but their star-formation activity has been recently suppressed, possibly by 
the AGN identified through the presence of the [NeV]23426 emission line in their spectra. Our results support the idea that AGN feedback may be 
responsible for halting star-formation in active blue galaxies and for their transition into the red sequence, at least in the 0 .6 -1 .2  redshift range and 
for stellar masses greater than 5 x  1010 M Q. Our results are based on a complete spectroscopic sample and limited by the [NeV] observability, and 
the AGN can be variable and with a relatively short duty cycle. Considering this, AGN feedback that makes blue galaxies quickly transition to the 
red sequence may be even more common than previously believed.
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1. Introduction
Various mechanism s have been proposed to explain the ceas­
ing o f star form ation activity in galaxies. They are cluster- 
related mechanism s, such as ram -pressure gas stripping, 
harassment, or strangulation (G unn & G ott 1972; Larson et al. 
1980; Balogh & M orris 2000), including events such as 
galaxy mergers and interactions (Toomre & Toomre 1972; 
Barnes & H ernquist 1992), com m only found in both the field 
and in clusters (although m ore efficient in the field). Energetic
* Based on observations collected at the European Southern Ob­
servatory, Cerro Paranal, Chile, using the Very Large Telescope un­
der programmes 182.A-0886 and partly 070.A-9007. Also based on 
observations obtained with MegaPrime/MegaCam, a joint project of 
CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope 
(CFHT), which is operated by the National Research Council (NRC) 
of Canada, the Institut National des Sciences de l ’Univers of the Cen­
tre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France, and the 
University of Hawaii. This work is based in part on data products 
produced at TERAPIX and the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre as 
part of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey, a collab­
orative project of NRC and CNRS. The VIPERS web site is h t t p :  
/ / w w w .v i p e r s . i n a f . i t /
feedback from  active galactic nuclei and supernovae (AGN/SN) 
also contributes to star formation quenching (Springel et al. 
2005; Hopkins et al. 2007), but how m uch and in which ways 
is still a m atter o f debate. These processes should be m ore or 
less efficient at different mass scales (Kaviraj et al. 2007) . W hile 
AGN feedback is intriguing because it can justify several rela­
tionships between the properties o f the central supermassive 
black holes and their host properties, finding evidence o f star 
form ation quenching by AGN activity is challenging and it is 
not clear whether it is an efficient and ubiquitous process.
The first com plexity in investigating this topic is related to 
the collection o f a  reliable sample o f sources that host AGNs. 
The presence o f an AGN can be found through several signa­
tures, which are not always ubiquitous. Different selection tech­
niques target specific properties and yield different identification 
rates; com pleteness and reliability are often complementary. The 
selection biases need to be taken into account to be able to eval­
uate the role o f the AGN and whether it has an im pact on the 
host galaxy. The m ost com mon selection criteria are based on 
X-ray, mid-infrared, radio, and spectroscopic observations. Deep 
X-ray surveys have provided the m ost effective m ethod o f iden­
tifying reliable and fairly com plete samples of AGN out to high
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redshifts (e.g. see Brandt & Hasinger 2005, for a review), but 
they suffer from  incompleteness of the m ost obscured sources 
when Com pton-thick mechanism s are at w ork (D ella C eca et al. 
2008; Com astri et al. 2011; Brightm an et al. 2014) . U nfortu­
nately Com pton-thick AGNs represent a sizable fraction o f the 
full AGN population, o f the order o f 35%  o f the entire AGN 
population at all redshifts (Akylas & Georgantopoulos 2009; 
Vignali et al. 2010; A lexander et al. 2011; Buchner et al. 2015) . 
O ther techniques that provide reliable AGN samples are based 
on the radio emission or on the width and strength o f em is­
sion lines. Radio selection techniques have traditionally been 
applied to identify radio-loud AGN, where the radio emission 
is m ainly pow ered by the AGN. This class o f AGN, representing 
about 10% o f the whole AGN population, is identified through 
high observed radio powers (Zam fir et al. 2008), an excess of 
radio em ission beyond w hat is expected from  star formation 
(W ilkes & Elvis 1987; Kellermann et al. 1989; Appleton et al. 
2004), or the shape o f the radio spectrum  (M organti 2017; and 
references therein). The radio-based selection m ethods yield 
reliable AGN samples, but they represent a  m inority o f the full 
AGN population and are biased toward a certain type of AGN 
or evolutionary phase. Plus care m ust be taken when applying 
the radio selection at z > 0.1 as the selection criteria depend on 
the redshift. D iagnostics based on em ission line ratios evaluating 
the excitation mechanism s o f the emitting gas have been used 
in low-z optical surveys (Baldwin e ta l. 1981) . A t interm ediate 
redshifts the diagnostics based on the m ass excitation (MEx) 
and the colour excitation efficiently separate AGNs, star form ­
ing, and com posite galaxies (Juneau et al. 2011, 2014; Yan et al. 
2011). O ther approaches using a com bination o f different spec­
tral features have been used at higher-z (e.g. the [OII] and H3  
vs. [O III] /H  by Lam areille 2010) . However, they all m andate a 
full coverage of the spectral w indow from  [OII] up to [OIII], thus 
lim iting the selection to a  small redshift range.
O ther complexities arising in the study of star formation 
quenching by AGN activity include the size and the nature o f the 
galaxy samples. Investigations of AGN feedback are often based 
on transition galaxies. Among them, the m ost generally used 
are galaxies in the green valley, which are interpreted to be in a 
transitioning stage between the blue cloud and the red  sequence 
(M artin et al. 2007) . A lthough independent both on the type of 
quenching process and on galaxy m ass (Trayford et al. 2016), 
catalogues o f green galaxies selected with photom etric criteria 
are norm ally scanty. The dearth o f points in this region of the 
colour-colour diagram  is explained by the short tim e required 
by a galaxy to cross the green valley (up to 1 -2  Gyr).
If  photom etric criteria are not producing sizable catalogues 
of transiting galaxies, those selected spectroscopically suffer 
from  sim ilar complexities. This class o f galaxies -  dubbed the 
post-starburst galaxies -  exhibit strong Balm er absorption lines 
and no, or very faint em ission lines (D ressler & Gunn 1983) . 
This com bination o f peculiar spectral features is indicative of 
a m ajor burst o f star form ation activity that has recently ter­
minated. A part from  the scarcity o f these sources, as pointed 
out before, there is the need to have sufficient signal-to-noise 
in the spectra. An incom pleteness o f recently quenched galax­
ies with nuclear activity in spectroscopically selected samples 
has also been noticed. Since the AGN can produce some of 
the em ission lines com m only observed in star forming galax­
ies (e.g. [OII] line, Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Davies et al. 2014), 
post-starburst galaxies hosting AGN activity are m issed by the 
standard spectroscopically-based post-starburst selection tech­
niques (Yan et al. 2006) . These latter techniques require w eak or 
absent em ission lines, that is, an [OII] equivalent w idth > -2 .5  A
or > -4 .0  A (where negative values refer to em ission), and Hd in 
absorption with EW (Hd) > 3 .0 -4 .0  A the exact values depend­
ing on the authors (e.g. Goto et al. 2003; Vergani et al. 2010) .
To overcome the above-m entioned shortcom ings we used 
a photom etric criterion to select transition galaxies from  the 
largest spectroscopic survey currently available at interm edi­
ate redshifts, the VIM OS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey, 
(VIPERS; Guzzo et al. 2014; Garilli e t al. 2014; Scodeggio et al. 
2018) . The spectroscopic data were used to trace AGN activity 
and investigate whether it plays a role in regulating the star for­
m ation activity in the host galaxy by analysing star-form ation 
tracers like the [OII] luminosity, as well as colour, stellar mass 
and age.
The existence of the [NeV]d3426 em ission line in a galac­
tic spectrum  implies the presence o f hard radiation with pho­
ton energies above 96.6 eV, that is, in the extrem e-ultraviolet 
and soft X-ray range. O ther works have used the high-ionisation 
potential o f the [NeV]d3426 em ission line to establish the 
presence of gas photoionised by an AGN (F e ltre e ta l. 2016; 
M ig n o lie ta l. 2013) . The selection based on the detection of 
the [NeV] line yields a highly reliable AGN sample (Gilli et al. 
2010; M ignoli et al. 2013). In VIPERS it offers a unique oppor­
tunity to obtain a large sample of galaxies hosting an AGN activ­
ity at optical wavelengths over the nearly entire redshift range 
covered by this survey.
In this work, we present a  sam ple of 529 galaxies at redshift 
0.62 < z < 1.2 with the high-ionisation narrow em ission line 
[NeV]d3426 as a tracer o f AGN activity in the VIPERS spec­
tra. These candidates are selected to exam ine whether the AGN 
leaves an im print on the host properties and, in particular, if  there 
is any evidence o f quenching that could be attributed to the AGN 
negative feedback. O ut o f the scope of this paper is a detailed 
discussion on the m ethodologies o f selecting AGNs. In addition, 
we do not include the AGNs for which the star form ation is not 
the predom inant source o f em ission (type 1 AGNs) in our analy­
sis, because their optical spectra is dom inated by AGN emission, 
and so study of the host stellar populations is too uncertain.
This w ork is organised as follows: the data and sam ple selec­
tion are presented in Sect. 2 ; results are described in Sect. 3, 
and a discussion and conclusions are given in Sects. 4 and 5. 
Throughout this work, we have assum ed a standard cosm ologi­
cal m odel w ith Om = 0.3, Oa  = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km  s-1 M pc-1 . 
M agnitudes are given in the AB system.
2. Selection of [Nev] emitters
2.1. G eneral overview  o f the su rvey
The VIPERS project is the largest redshift survey to date of 
galaxies in the redshift range z = [0 .5-1 .2]. Its target galax­
ies have been selected from  the Canada-France-Hawaii Tele­
scope Legacy Survey W ide (CFHTLS-W ide) over the W 1 and 
W 4 fields (see G uzzo et al. 2014) and probes a  volume o f ~1.5 x  
108 M pc3 H7-03 for a total o f 24 deg2. The survey is a  com bina­
tion o f a  flux-limited (iAB < 22.5) sam ple with (u -  g) -  (r -  i) 
colour selections to focus on galaxies at interm ediate redshifts 
and com prises about 100 000 redshifts.
The VIPERS objects are observed with the red R  ~  210 
VIM OS LR  grism  covering the spectral range 5500-9500 A. 
All details o f the observations and data handling are contained 
in Guzzo e ta l. (2014), and Garilli e ta l .  (2012, 2014), which 
also describe other im portant aspects o f this survey. In par­
ticular, we have adopted the observing strategy proposed by 
Scodeggio et al. (2009) to m axim ise the num ber of objects to
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be observed in a single pass using m inim al slit length. Thanks to 
this choice the target sampling rate (the ratio o f observed tar­
gets over the total num ber of targets) is ~45% . In this work, 
we have used the 76552  galaxies o f the final VIPERS data 
release with highly reliable spectroscopic redshifts, in other 
words, those objects with zflag = [2 -4 ] that have an average 
confidence level larger than 96% to be correct (Scodeggio et al. 
2018; Guzzo et al. 2014) . We describe the other relevant quan­
tities used in this work, such as the stellar mass, magnitudes, 
and line fluxes in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3, and we refer the reader 
to the following papers for fully explained details (Guzzo et al. 
2014; G arill ie ta l. 2014; Scodeggio et al. 2018; M o u ta rd e ta l. 
2016a,b ; D avidzon et al. 2013, 2016) .
2.2. [NeV] em itters a n d  their paren t ga laxies in the NUVrK  
diagram
We use the rest-fram e (N U V -r)  vs. ( r -K )  diagram, or NU VrK  
diagram  (Fig. 1) to select our sample o f green galaxies and 
the corresponding control samples o f red and blue galaxies 
(Ilbert et al. 2013; D avidzon et al. 2016). The N U V rK  diagram 
provides m ore reliable classifications than other galaxy classify­
ing techniques, as for exam ple single colour classifications or the 
UVJ diagram  (W illiams et al. 2009) . Its m ain advantage is the 
capability of effectively separating the influence o f dust extinc­
tion and ageing of the stellar populations (see e.g. M outard et al. 
2016a,b ) . We defined the green valley as the locus satisfying the 
following colour criteria:
for ( r - K )  < 0.4
3.13 < (NUV -  r) < 3.73 
for 0.4 < ( r - K )  < 1.35
1.37 X ( r - K )  + 2.6 < (NUV -  r) < 1.37 X ( r -K )  + 3.18
(1)
by using absolute m agnitudes and stellar m asses following the 
m ethodology used in M o u ta rd e ta l. (2016b) . To account for 
colour uncertainties we exclude a region o f 0.25 mag around the 
green valley locus.
The galaxies in the N U V rK  diagram  above and below the 
extended green valley region, defined as in Eq. (1) and then 
expanded in all directions by 0.25 mag (grey solid lines in 
Fig. 1), represent the com parison samples o f the red (quies­
cent) and blue (star-forming) galaxies, respectively. We have 
used the high-ionisation potential o f the [NeV]d3426 em is­
sion line to reveal the presence of gas photoionisation by 
AGN (Schm idt et al. 1998; Gilli et al. 2010; M ignoli et al. 2013; 
Feltre et al. 2016) . We define the [NeV] em itters as galaxies that 
show a [NeV]d3426 line satisfying the following conditions:
1. The FW H M  of the line is between 7 A and 22 A this is 
equivalent to requiring the full line width to be from  one 
to three resolution elements given the resolution o f VIPERS 
spectra. These values have been defined based on several 
tests carried out on the m ain em ission lines observed in the 
VIPERS spectra, a random  sub-sam ple o f w hich were visu­
ally inspected.
2. The line flux is detected at > 2 ^ . H ere the flux is com puted as 
the integral o f the Gaussian best fit to the em ission line, and 
the error on the flux takes into account the error on the con­
tinuum, the Poissonian error on line counts, and the Gaussian 
fit residuals.
W hen the line is not detected, we have com puted the upper lim it 
to the flux as 3 times the rms noise o f the continuum  adjacent 
to the [NeV]d3426 line. Considering both detections and upper
limits, our sample is representative of [NeV]d3426 em itters hav­
ing line luminosities larger than 2.1 X 1040 erg s-1 with median 
equivalent width for the [NeV] line o f about 7 A over the redshift 
interval z = [0.62-1.20].
2.3. Se lec tion  o f represen ta tive ca ta logues
As all other flux-lim ited surveys, VIPERS suffers from  the clas­
sical selection biases induced by the flux lim it selection. The 
com mon m ethodology to overcome this kind o f selection bias 
is to im pose a luminosity or mass cut, deriving lum inosity or 
m ass com plete samples. W ithin VIPERS, the stellar mass com ­
pleteness lim it is lo g (M „ /M 0) = 10.89 over the redshift inter­
val z = [0 .62-0 .90] and lo g ( M ./M 0) = 11.20 above redshift 
z = 0.9 (Cucciati et al. 2017) . Applying the mass com plete­
ness cut at z = [0 .62-0 .90], our sample would be com posed of 
1435, 719, and 528 galaxies in the red, green, and blue regions, 
respectively. Unfortunately, with such a drastic cut the num ­
ber of [NeV]d3426 em itters becomes very low, leaving only 
32, 17, and 41 galaxies in the three colour classes. Reducing 
the redshift interval down to z = [0 .62-0 .80], and thus lower­
ing the stellar mass com pleteness lim it to lo g (M ,/M © ) = 10.66, 
the num ber o f [NeV]d3426 emitters remains at a sim ilar low 
level.
In order to have a robust, and reasonably large catalogue of 
[NeV]d3426 emitting galaxies that is not ham pered by selection 
biases due to the survey flux lim it selection criterion and still 
suitable for properly com paring the properties o f these [NeV] 
emitting galaxies with those o f the parent samples o f non-[NeV] 
emitters, we have adopted the m atching technique on both red- 
shift and stellar mass. W ith this methodology, we w ere able to 
obtain sub-sam ples of galaxies with equivalent distributions of 
stellar m ass and redshift, while spanning a w ider interval o f 
galaxy properties com pared to the adoption o f a pure stellar mass 
com pleteness criterion. The procedure firstly divides the sam ­
ples o f red, green, and blue galaxies defined in Eq. (1) . into cells 
defined in the stellar m ass vs. redshift plane. As we are inter­
ested in the green galaxies, we take them  as reference sample. 
For each reference cell 0.25 dex w ide in stellar mass and 0.20 
in redshift, we extracted sub-sam ples of red and blue galaxies 
that m atch the stellar mass and redshift distributions of the green 
galaxies in the corresponding cells. Thanks to the dimensions of 
the VIPERS survey, we can afford to double the size of the red 
and blue galaxy sub-samples in each cell w ith respect to that o f 
the green galaxies. The total num ber o f objects in the m atched 
stellar m ass-redsh ift sub-sam ples is 2636 green galaxies and 
5272 galaxies in each of the red and blue catalogues, covering 
the redshift range z = [0 .62-1 .20].
We repeated the m atching algorithm  so as to have 20 sub­
samples o f galaxies with equivalent stellar mass and redshift 
distributions for the com parison populations of the red and blue 
galaxies. We used these 20 sub-sam ples to evaluate the robust­
ness o f the results for the red  and blue samples. In all o f the 
following figures, we plot the m edian values o f the properties of 
these sub-samples, while the error bars are the m edian absolute 
deviations. For the green galaxies, which are our reference sam ­
ple and for which we cannot use the m ultiple catalogues extrac­
tion method, the quoted error are Poissonian errors. Finally, from 
each m atched sam ple we extract the sub-sam ple of [NeV] em it­
ters, which are the subject o f our investigation. The m atched 
samples contain 95 ± 9 (3.6%) green [NeV] emitters, 158 ± 2.5 
(3.0%) red  ones, and 276 ± 11 (5.2% ) blue ones. Using the m ean 
instead o f the m edian, the num ber o f blue and red [NeV] emitters 
does not change significantly.
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Fig. 1. Rest-frame (NUV-r) vs. (r-K ) colours for VIPERS galaxies 
at z = [0.62-1.2]. Isophotal contours outline the loci of the whole 
VIPERS flux limited sample (contours are in steps of 10% with the 
faintest isophote level starting at the 10% level). The grey open circles 
represent all [NeV]13426 emitters in the flux-limited catalogue. The 
dashed green lines show the region of the green valley as defined in 
Eq. (1). This is surrounded by a 0.25 mag wide region which we have 
excluded to account for colour uncertainties. The comparison samples 
of the red and blue galaxies occupy the regions above and below the 
solid grey line, respectively. The filled circles -  colour coded accord­
ing to their classes, show the [NeV]13426 emitters extracted from the 
stellar mass-redshift matched sub-samples.
The sub-samples o f [NeV] emitters in the m atched cata­
logues are plotted in Fig. 1 with symbols colour coded accord­
ing to their colour-selected classes. For each visualisation in this 
work, we have chosen the sample am ong the 20 sub-sam ples that 
shows properties closest to the m edian properties o f the 20 m ul­
tiple extraction sub-samples.
The strategy of the V IPERS survey was to spectroscopi­
cally observe only a fraction o f objects in the field o f view 
(45%, see Sect. 2.1) . Statistical weights can be applied to make 
this sample representative o f the whole galaxy population (e.g. 
Davidzon et al. 2013) . They take into account the fraction of 
photom etric objects that have been actually targeted and the frac­
tion o f them  with a secure identification. We note that our selec­
tion does not suffer o f incom pleteness due to the colour cuts 
applied in selecting VIPERS targets, as this affects only galaxies 
at z < 0.6 (Cucciati et al. 2017) . In the analysis o f the various 
derived param eters described below, we verified that the results 
do not change when correcting for non-targeted and unidenti­
fied sources. This indicates that the selected VIPERS sample is 
representative o f the parent photom etric sample.
3. Analysis and results
To obtain a coherent picture of the nature o f the selected 
[NeV]T3426 emitters in the context o f the AGN feedback sce­
nario, we have com pared several properties with those o f their 
m atched parent samples in the blue cloud, green valley, and red 
sequence.
Fig. 2. Stellar mass cumulative distributions in the matched samples 
(dotted grey curves) for the red, green, and blue galaxies from top 
to bottom. The stellar mass distributions in the flux-limited samples 
(solid black curves) and that of the [NeV] emitters (extracted from the 
matched samples and shown with dashed curves, colour-coded accord­
ingly) are also shown together with their median values (vertical lines 
and same style as before). The error bars plotted at the top of the ver­
tical lines represent the median standard deviation of parent and [NeV] 
distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (probability and distance 
quoted in each panel) confirms as statistically significant the difference 
between stellar mass distributions of [NeV] emitters and their parent 
matched samples in the blue cloud (but not in the green and red sub­
samples). The blue [NeV] emitters are significantly more massive than 
the red [NeV] emitters (cf. dashed curves in the top and bottom panels).
3.1. Stellar m a ss  distribution
Figure 2 shows the cum ulative distributions of the stellar m ass 
for the red (top), green (middle), and blue galaxies (bottom). 
The black curves are the mass distributions o f the full flux- 
lim ited samples, the grey dotted curves are the m ass distri­
butions o f the stellar m ass-redsh ift m atched samples, while 
the coloured dashed curves are the m ass distributions o f the 
[NeV] emitters extracted from  the m atched samples. The ver­
tical lines represent the m edian values o f the stellar m ass 
distribution of these sub-samples. The stellar m ass distribu­
tions o f the stellar m ass-redsh ift m atched samples (dotted grey 
curves) are equal by construction, the m edian value being 
lo g (M . /M o )parent =10.74 ± 0.02.
The m ass range covered by the stellar m ass-redsh ift 
m atched samples for the red and the blue galaxies is narrower 
than the m ass range covered by the full flux lim ited sample of 
red or blue galaxies. This is intrinsic to the m atching technique, 
which excludes from  the m atching catalogue objects with stellar 
m asses not represented in all the three colour-selected samples 
at equivalent redshifts. As a consequence, also the [NeV] em it­
ters with very low or very high m ass are excluded from  the red 
and blue m atched samples. This is particularly noticeable look­
ing at the [NeV] emitters o f the blue cloud in Fig. 1: a long tail 
o f [NeV] emitters with very blue colours that have stellar m ass 
values below the lower m ass lim it o f the stellar m ass-redsh ift
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Fig. 3. Dn4000 index distributions for the red, green, and blue [NeV] 
emitters plotted as filled coloured histograms (from top to bottom 
panels, respectively). The dashed, grey histograms represent the control 
samples of each population. The median Dn4000 value for each class is 
overplotted (solid coloured line for the [NeV] emitters and dashed grey 
line for the comparison samples). The errorbars plotted at the top of the 
vertical lines represent the median standard deviation of each distribu­
tion. The [NeV] emitters of the green valley and those of the blue cloud 
have younger underlying stellar populations compared to their parent 
populations.
m atched samples are excluded from  the analysis (see Fig. 2 bot­
tom  panel, solid black vs. dotted grey curves).
We com pared the mass distributions o f the [NeV] em it­
ters and those o f their m atched parent samples by applying 
the K olm ogorov-Sm irnov (KS) test. N o significant difference 
is found with the K S-test between the [NeV] em itters and their 
parent samples in the green and in the red  sub-samples, that 
have differences in their m edian values never above 3 a  level, i.e. 
lo g (M „ /M 0 )red,NeV = 10.68 ± 0.02, and lo g (M . /M 0 )green,NeV = 
10.70 ± 0.02 vs. lo g (M „ /M 0 )parent = 10.74 ± 0.02 (see the dot­
ted grey vertical lines for the parent sample, and dashed green 
and red vertical lines for [NeV] em itters in Fig. 2) . The 
test finds instead a statistically significant difference in the 
stellar mass distributions o f the [NeV] em itters in the blue 
cloud and o f their parent m atched sample, and this is sup­
ported by a 5 a  difference in the m edian stellar mass val­
ues (in other words, lo g (M . /M 0 )b iue,N eV = 10.88 ± 0.02 vs. 
lo g (M „ /M 0 )parent = 10.74 ± 0.02 (see dashed blue and dotted 
grey vertical lines in Fig. 2) . The blue [NeV] em itters are thus 
significantly m ore m assive than their parent m atched sample, 
and m ore m assive than the [NeV] em itters in the other sub­
samples.
3.2. Stellar a g es
The strength o f the 4000 A breaks (Dn4000) can be used as 
an estim ator o f the age o f stellar populations (e.g. Hamilton 
1985), and using the narrow Dn4000 definition (Balogh et al. 
1999) further reduces the effect o f dust reddening (see for 
details Kauffmann et al. 2003b) . F igure 3 shows the Dn4000
distribution for the [NeV] em itters (coloured filled histograms) 
and for the stellar m ass-redsh ift m atched com parison samples 
(grey dashed histograms) for the red, green and blue popula­
tions. Solid and dashed vertical lines indicate the medians of 
the different distributions. The errors com puted using the re ­
sampled catalogues are overplotted. Being systems with absent 
or negligible star-form ation activity, red  galaxies have old under­
lying stellar populations, typically described by large 4000 A 
break (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003c; Vergani et al. 2008) . In our 
red sample the m edian value is D n4000 red = 1 7 0  ± 0.01. 
On the contrary, galaxies in the blue cloud are actively form ­
ing stars and are characterised by low values o f the 4000 A 
break, D n4000blue = 1.34 ± 0.01 (see also Haines e ta l. 2017, 
for these trends in the VIPERS sample). The green galax­
ies, consistent with the interpretation of being a population in 
transition between the blue cloud and the red  sequence, show 
interm ediate values o f the 4000 A break, D n4000green = 1.61 ± 
0.02. Interestingly, we find that the blue and green galaxies with 
nuclear activity traced by [NeV] em ission show statistically sig­
nificantly lower D n4000 values com pared to their parent samples 
(Dn4000green ,neon = 1. 52 ± 0.02, D n4000blue,neon = 1.30 ± 0.01). 
Instead there is no statistical difference between the red  [NeV] 
emitters and their parent galaxies o f the red  cloud (top panel o f 
Fig. 3, D n4000 red,neon = 1.72 ± 0.01). It is reasonable to assume 
the Dn4000 spectral index to be a  tracer o f the stellar ages even 
in the presence of an obscured AGN. The AGN host colours and 
Dn4000 values are not expected to be significantly affected by 
the AGN light (W ang et al. 2017; P ierce et al. 2010) . We recall 
here that the AGN is not the dom inant m echanism  in our sources, 
and each optical spectrum  has been visually inspected in the pro­
cess o f redshift determ ination when we assign also a special flag 
for Type 1 AGN (not included as explained in Sect. 1) . U nder 
this assum ption blue and green [NeV] em itters have a younger 
stellar population com pared to galaxies o f the blue cloud and 
green valley.
In Sect. 3.1, we found that the blue [NeV] emitters to be m ore 
massive than their parent galaxies while the red  [NeV] emitters 
are slightly less m assive (but w ithin the errors). The blue and 
red [NeV] emitters thus have very different stellar m ass distribu­
tions. Given the correlation between the D n4000 index and stel­
lar mass for galaxies within the blue cloud (Haines et al. 2017) or 
on the red sequence (Siudek et al. 2017), it is im portant to verify 
whether the reported differences in the Dn 4000 values between 
the [NeV] emitters and their parent galaxies (in the green valley 
and in the blue cloud) rem ain statistically significant assuming 
a sim ilar stellar m ass distribution. Therefore we build new  cat­
alogues using a different approach so as to have [NeV] emitters 
and their parent galaxies of the three colour-selected classes with 
equivalent distributions in both stellar m ass and redshift. How ­
ever, being the blue [NeV] emitters m ore m assive than their par­
ent sample, they would have a lower Dn4000 when lowering the 
stellar m ass distribution; this trend is expected based on the inter­
play observed betw een this index and stellar m asses over the past 
8 G yr (Kauffmann et al. 2003c; Vergani et al. 2008; Haines et al. 
2017) . This property would enhance the observed behaviour. 
Nevertheless, for the sake o f consistency we have selected all 
[NeV] em itters from  the flux-limited sample o f galaxies in the 
red  sequence, green valley, and blue cloud. From  these, we 
create redshift and stellar mass m atched catalogues o f [NeV] 
emitters as well as o f non-[NeV] emitters, following the same 
procedure outlined in Sect. 2 .3 . In other words, instead o f using 
all green galaxies as reference, building stellar m ass-redsh ift 
matching samples, and then extracting the [NeV] emitters from 
these, we have used all [NeV] em itters and parent samples,
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Fig. 4. Top: absolute numbers of [NeV] emitters within the green valley, 
computed in four equally-populated intervals of the (r-K ) colour. Error 
bars represent the Poissonian uncertainty. Bottom: fractions of [NeV] 
emitters among the red sequence (red circles), green valley (green stars) 
and blue cloud (blue squares) galaxy populations. Error bars on the blue 
and red points are computed using the resampling technique. The frac­
tion of [NeV] emitters in the green valley is preferentially higher in 
galaxies with bluer (r-K ) colours.
and then built the m atched samples. We find that our conclu­
sions are unaffected by the possible caveat induced by the dif­
ferent stellar m ass distribution o f [NeV] emitters. U sing these 
new catalogs, the 4000 A Balm er break m edian value is lower 
for blue [NeV] em itters (DB4000blue,neon = 1.22 ± 0.01, com ­
pared with 1.30 we obtained before) as well as for blue galax­
ies (D n4000blue = 1.29 ± 0.01 com pared with previous value 
of 1.34), but the difference between them  rem ains significant at 
m ore than 3 ^  level. Equally significant remains the difference in 
D n4000 reported for the green objects, while the D n4000 values 
of the red sub-sam ples rem ain the same. We can safely conclude 
that the [NeV] em itters o f the green valley and those o f the blue 
cloud have a younger underlying stellar population com pared to 
their parent population when using as tracer the 4000 A Balm er 
break.
3.3. Fractional abun d a n ces o f [NeV] em itters
Schawinski et al. (2014), and references therein, claim  that there 
are two populations o f galaxies in the green valley, with differ­
ent global properties and pathways to the red  sequence. Using 
the VIPERS M ulti-Lam bda Survey, M o u ta rd e ta l. (2016b) 
identify as fast-quenching objects those galaxies in the NUVrK  
diagram  with very blue colours ( r -K )  < 0.76. These fast quench­
ing objects are m ostly characterised by young stellar populations 
and feed the low-mass part o f the red sequence. In summary, the 
m ajority o f the quiescent population has as progenitors evolved 
m assive star forming galaxies with ( r - K )  > 0.76, while a small 
fraction is the result o f a  fast quenching process, involving AGN 
activity, occurring for blue and low mass objects.
To investigate the im pact o f AGNs in quenching the star for­
m ation activity in galaxies, we show in Fig. 4 the relative fre­
quency o f [NeV] em itters as a function o f their ( r -K )  colour. In 
the top panel we show the num ber o f green [NeV] em itters in 
four ( r - K )  colour bins (indicated in the figure). The four bins 
have been chosen so that they contain equal num bers o f green 
galaxies from  the m atched samples. In the bottom  panel, we 
show instead the fraction o f [NeV] em itters in the m atched sam ­
ples of the three galaxy populations. The total num ber o f [NeV] 
emitters in each colour bin is annotated along with the total num ­
ber o f objects, and their fractions for the blue, red, and green 
galaxies, respectively.
The top panel o f Fig. 4 shows that the absolute num ber of 
the [NeV]T3426 emitters in the green valley becomes progres­
sively larger towards bluer ( r - K )  colours, increasing by about a 
factor o f 2.3 from  the reddest bin to the bluest bin. In the bot­
tom  panel the fraction o f green [NeV] emitters com pared to the 
parent samples goes from  2.1% ± 0.5% in the reddest ( r -K )  
bin up to 4.9% ± 0.4% in the bluest region o f the green val­
ley. The same increase in the fraction o f [NeV] em itters in the 
green valley towards bluer ( r - K )  colours is observed at lowering 
4000 Balm er break values with a high confidence level, ranging 
from  2.1% ± 0.2% for D n4000 > 1.74 up to 6.2% ± 0.2% in 
the region o f the green valley with D n4000 < 1.48. N o clear 
trend is observed in the other two classes o f the blue and red 
galaxies which have on average a fraction o f 5.5% ± 0.2% and 
2.5% ± 0.1% [NeV] emitters, respectively.
The increasing fraction o f galaxies hosting AGNs at 
larger stellar mass is discussed at length in the literature 
(Kauffmann et al. 2003a) . Sim ilar trends with the quenching effi­
ciency and stellar m ass have been observed for lo g (M ./M o )  
>10 galaxies (Kaviraj e ta l. 2007) . F igure 5 shows the percent­
age o f the [NeV] emitters as a function of stellar mass for the 
green, red, and blue galaxies. The stellar m ass intervals indicated 
in the figure represent quartiles o f the stellar m ass distribution in 
the green valley. The total num ber o f the [NeV] em itters in each 
stellar mass bin and class is annotated above the corresponding 
histogram, along with the total num ber o f objects in that bin. The 
relative abundances o f [NeV] em itters with respect to their par­
ent population in the blue cloud and red sequence show opposite 
trends with stellar mass. The [NeV] fraction in the blue pop­
ulation increases progressively with stellar mass, ranging from 
3.5% ± 0.1% in the low-stellar m ass tail up to 7.5% ± 0.2% in the 
m ost m assive bin. On the contrary, the fraction o f [NeV] emitters 
in the red  sequence is ~3.4%  ± 0.1% in the lowest stellar mass 
bin and dim inishes in the high-mass bin (down to 2.5% ± 0.1%). 
The green [NeV] emitters are at the level o f 3.6% ± 0.8% show­
ing no statistical dependence on stellar mass.
The bottom  panel o f Fig. 5 relates the lum inosity o f the 
[NeV]T3426 line to stellar mass. The lines show the least squares 
fit to the data (solid, dashed, and dotted lines for the blue, green, 
and red [NeV] emitters, respectively). The blue squares repre­
sent [NeV] emitters from  the blue cloud; the green diamonds 
those of the green valley, and the red circles those in the red 
sequence. We observe equal increases o f the [NeV]T3426 line 
lum inosity with increasing stellar m ass for the three colour- 
selected classes o f [NeV] emitters. The slope o f the relation is 
P  = 0.46 ± 0.02 in all three cases, while the intercepts decrease 
with redder colours, a blue = 35.99 ± 0.03, a green = 35.93 ± 0.04, 
and a red = 35.66 ± 0.03. This sim ilar dependence among the 
three classes o f [NeV] em itters supports the intrinsic nature of 
the (opposite) trends in the abundance of blue or red [NeV] em it­
ters w ith stellar m ass (Fig. 5, top panel). If  it is simply the bulge 
mass defining whether the galaxy is an [NeV] emitter, we would
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see m ore [NeV] em itters in the red  sequence than in the blue 
galaxies. Also, the bulge m ass will be increasing with stellar 
mass within the red  sequence, while the fraction o f [NeV] em it­
ters declines.
O ther findings support the physical nature o f this behaviour. 
As found in Gilli e t al. (2010), the [NeV] lum inosity correlates 
with the X -ray lum inosity that itself correlates with the bolo- 
m etric luminosity, even if  a spread o f ~1 dex in luminosities is 
observed at ± 1^ . Thus we can reasonably assum e that the [NeV] 
lum inosity is a good indicator of the AGN bolom etric lum inos­
ity. If  w e also assum e that the Eddington ratio distribution does 
not change as a function o f AGN luminosity, we should detect a 
larger fraction of [NeV] em itters in bulge-dom inated systems. 
In Fig. 5 (top panel) we observe in blue [NeV] emitters the 
same trend observed in the local U niverse by Bluck et al. (2014) 
where a  larger bulge fraction has been detected in larger stellar 
mass galaxies over a  large range o f stellar masses. Furtherm ore, 
(Bruce et al. 2016; and references therein) find that lower mass
Fig. 6. Distribution of the [NeV] (top) and [OII] (bottom) luminosi­
ties (in erg s-1) of the [NeV] emitters and their parent populations 
plotted in logarithmic scale. Symbols and numbers are as in Figs. 4 
and 5, respectively. The t-student test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
consider as extremely statistically significant, the difference between 
the luminosity (in the [OII] line) distributions of [NeV] emitters (dashed 
curve) and their parent samples (dotted curve). The vertical lines and 
arrows represent the luminosities where the 3ix upper limits enter in the 
computation. The difference between [NeV] emitters and their parent 
galaxies remains statistically significant even if only the detections are 
considered.
lo g (M „/M o ) < 10.60 AGN hosts have a higher m ean bulge frac­
tion than the control sample. This study has been conducted on a 
sample o f m oderate lum inosity X-ray selected AGN host galax­
ies at z = [0 .5-3 .0], a  population rather sim ilar to our red  popu­
lation. The decrease o f [NeV] em itters over the red  galaxies with 
the stellar m ass m ay reflect this property.
3.4. [OII] Lum inosity
In Fig. 6 we present the total (left) and cum ulative (right) distri­
butions o f the [OII] line lum inosity for the [NeV] emitters (filled, 
dashed curve) and for their parent samples (dotted curve) in the 
green valley (top panel) and in the blue cloud (bottom  panel). 
Both detected and upper lim its to the [OII] line lum inosity are 
considered in this com parison. The vertical line in the le ft pan­
els indicates the luminosity at which we start dealing with 3 ^  
upper lim its instead o f detections. The fraction o f upper lim its 
in the various samples are as follows: 8.9% blue [NeV] emitters 
and 16.5% their parent galaxies; 33.7% green [NeV] em itters and 
44.2%  their parent galaxies; 57.7% red [NeV] emitters and 62% 
their parent galaxies. As nearly two third o f the red samples are 
com posed by non detections for the [OII] line, from  this point on 
we perform ed the analysis for the blue and green galaxies only.
For both samples, the [NeV] emitters show higher [OII] 
luminosities than their corresponding parent sample. We find 
such differences to be statistically significant when applying 
both the Student’s t-test (which gives a confidence level o f 
m ore than 99.9%  for the two distributions to be different), 
and the K olm ogorov-Sm irnov test (which shows a nearly null
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Fig. 5. Top: percentage of [NeV] emitters as a function of stellar mass 
for the green, red and blue galaxies. The fraction of the [NeV] emitters 
increases with mass in the blue cloud and decreases in the red sequence, 
but no statistical trend is observed in the green valley. Bottom: luminosi­
ties in the [NeV] line as a function of stellar mass. Symbols as in Fig. 4. 
Solid, dashed, and dotted lines show the least squares fits to the blue, 
green, and red [NeV] emitters, respectively. An increasing [NeV]T3426 
line luminosity is observed at larger stellar masses.
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Fig. 7. Stacked rest-frame spectra of [NeV] emitters in the green valley 
(green dotted line in the top panel) and blue cloud (blue dotted line in 
the bottom panel), and of their parent samples (grey solid lines curves in 
both panels). The parent samples contain all galaxies selected as being 
independent of the presence of the [NeV] line.
probability for the two samples to be drawn from  the same par­
ent population). Such differences rem ain statistically significant 
if  only detections are considered. We can safely state that the 
[NeV] emitters show higher [OII] luminosities than their parent 
galaxies in both the blue cloud and the green valley. This dif­
ference can be attributed to the AGN contribution to the [OII] 
line.
3.5. Spectra l properties
Using stacked spectra we can investigate whether the 
[NeV]A3426 em itters show distinct features that are peculiar for 
this population o f objects. In other words, our goal is to explore 
whether the presence of the [NeV] em ission line, a  proxy of 
nuclear activity, has an influence on the spectral properties o f 
the host galaxy.
To address this question, we com pared the stacked spectra o f 
[NeV] em itters in the green valley and in the blue cloud. They 
have been produced by shifting each spectrum to the rest frame, 
and norm alising the rest-fram e spectrum  in the wavelength range 
A = 3500 -3700  A before m edian combining. Spectra with tech­
nical problem s around the regions o f the [NeV] and [OII] lines 
have been rem oved from  the stacking analysis. We com pared the 
spectral characteristics o f these [NeV] em itters with spectra col­
lected from  the stellar m ass-redsh ift m atched catalogues of the 
green and blue galaxies independent o f the presence, or not, o f 
the [NeV]A3426 line in their spectra. Those spectra with clean 
regions around 3426 A and 3727 A are com bined following the 
m ethodology as described above.
We observed weaker [OII] emission lines produced by the 
star form ation process in the com posite spectrum  of 70 [NeV] 
emitters from  the green valley com pared to that o f 220 [NeV] 
emitters o f the blue cloud (Fig. 7) . The EW[OII] is 1 .5 -2  times 
larger in the [NeV] emitters (in the blue and green catalogues)
Fig. 8. [NeV]-over-[OII] emission line ratios as a function of [NeV] 
luminosity for [NeV] emitters in the green valley (top) and blue cloud 
(bottom). Solid symbols are [OII] detected sources. Open symbols and 
arrows represent 3ix upper limits for [OII] non-detections. The typical 
error bars associated with these quantities are plotted in the bottom right 
corner of the two panels. The horizontal lines show the separation of 
each class into three equally populated regions. The combined spectra 
of galaxies with extreme ratios (HR and LR) are plotted in Fig. 9.
when com pared to the stacked spectra from  their respective par­
ent samples (1802 green galaxies and 4105 blue galaxies), con­
sistent with a contribution to the [OII] em ission from  the AGN. 
The [NeV] em ission line is barely detected in the stacked spec­
tra from  either the green valley or the blue cloud parent samples, 
m aking this line -  on average -  a very faint spectral feature to 
reveal in galaxies.
A fter a visual inspection o f each spectrum  used in the stack, 
we identify two classes o f galaxies: those galaxies with the 
[NeV] line only ([NeV] pure em itters), and those with both 
[NeV] and [OII] lines (combined em itters). Thus we separate the 
galaxies using a quantitative criterion based on the [NeV]-over- 
[OII] lum inosity ratio. We separated the [NeV] em itters o f the 
green valley into three equally populated intervals based on the 
[NeV]/[OII] lum inosity ratio (0 .1 -0 .7 ), (0 .8 -2 .5 ), and (2 .6 -24), 
including [OII] upper lim its. We defined them  as low ratio (LR), 
intermediate, and high ratio (HR) emitters. The same separa­
tion has been adopted to separate the [NeV] em itters in the blue 
cloud. We end up w ith 24 (HR) and 22 (LR) green [NeV] em it­
ters, and 28 (HR) and 129 (LR) blue [NeV] emitters. The typical 
[NeV]/[OII] lum inosity ratio in AGN is 0.67 (N etzer 1990), con­
sistent w ith the upper end o f the L R  class. Thus, the lower ratios 
in this class can be easily explained by an additional contribution 
to the [OII] lum inosity from  star form ation activity.
F igure 8 shows the lum inosity o f the [NeV] line and that o f 
its ratio over the [OII] line lum inosity for the green and blue 
[NeV] emitters in logarithm ic scale, in the top and bottom  panels, 
respectively. The typical error bar associated with these quanti­
ties is plotted in the bottom  right corner o f each panel.
F igure 9 shows the stacked spectra o f the two extreme pop­
ulations o f LR (panel a) and HR [NeV] line emitters (panel b) 
from  the green valley (green solid line) and the blue cloud (blue
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Fig. 9. Combined spectra of [NeV] emitters with LR (panel a) and HR (panel b) from the green valley (green solid line) and the blue cloud (blue 
dotted line). Panel c: stacked spectrum of the HR blue [NeV] emitters (blue dotted line) overlapped to the combined spectrum of the blue galaxies 
(grey solid line) with equivalent distributions of stellar mass, redshift, and [OII] luminosity. Strong Balmer absorption lines (H<5, He blended in 
CaII Hd3968) are features observed in HR blue emitters only. Panel d: same as in panel c for the green galaxies and HR green [NeV] emitters. We 
have applied an offset to the spectra for clarity.
dotted line). The features we observe can be sum m arised as 
follows:
-  The stacked spectra o f green and blue [NeV] em itters with 
low [OII]/[NeV] ratios (LR) show sim ilar spectral features, 
typical o f star forming galaxies and AGN, with consistent 
line ratios (Fig. 9a).
-  The stacked spectra o f the HR blue and green [NeV] 
emitters instead show some clear differences (Fig. 9b). 
The form er shows a significant Hd absorption line (in 
other words, EW (H d) ~ 7 .2A ) which is absent in the HR 
green [NeV] emitters, and the CaII H ff3968+H e is deeper 
than the CaII K T3934A  absorption line (in other words, 
w ith a  ratio o f 0.79). The HR green [NeV] emitters 
exhibit properties typically associated w ith an old stellar 
population.
We note that the absorption contribution o f Hd m easurem ents 
m ay be under-estimated, due to the possible em ission com ponent 
o f Balm er lines not being evaluated in this study.
To investigate whether the sim ultaneous presence o f strong 
Balm er absorption lines and very faint [OII] lines in the stacked 
spectrum  o f HR blue em itters is simply due to the fact that we 
have im posed a low flux level for the [OII] line for these objects 
(in other words [OII] < 2g x  [NeV]), or is instead connected with 
(or induced by) the presence o f the [NeV] line, we have built a 
set o f com posite spectra o f galaxies drawn from  the green valley 
and the blue cloud independent o f the [NeV] line detection, but 
satisfying the condition that their [OII] lum inosity distribution is 
statistically consistent w ith that o f the HR [NeV] emitters.
Thanks to the large sample size of VIPERS, we can afford to 
build a parent sample with these characteristics that is ten times
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larger than the [NeV] counterparts. These parent galaxies (from 
here on, the [OII] parent population) have equivalent distribu­
tions of the stellar mass, redshift, and [OII] lum inosity o f the HR 
emitters. These m atching catalogues are built separately for the 
green valley and the blue cloud populations based on their own 
properties. We produce stacked spectra for this parent population 
following the same prescription described above.
In panel c o f Fig. 9 the blue dotted line shows the stacked 
spectrum of the HR blue [NeV] emitters (sam e as panel b) while 
the grey solid line shows the stacked spectrum  of the blue [OII] 
parent population. We can see that the [OII] parent population 
does not show the inverted CaII H& K ratio, and the Hb absorp­
tion line is less im portant (EW (Hb) = 2.9 ± 0.4 A) com pared to 
previous case. This difference suggests that the peculiar spectral 
properties seen in the blue HR [NeV] stacked spectrum  are asso­
ciated with the presence o f the [NeV] line and thus with the AGN 
activity.
In panel d o f Fig. 9 we show the same com parison for the 
objects in the green valley: the stacked spectrum  o f the HR green 
[NeV] em itters (green dotted line, same as panel b) is overlaid 
upon the com bined spectrum  o f the green [OII] parent popula­
tion (grey solid line). The two spectra do not show any signifi­
cant differences besides the presence o f the [NeV] line. We can 
conclude that in the green valley the presence o f the [NeV] line, 
and thus o f an AGN, is not m irrored by different properties in 
the host spectrum.
The deep Hb Balm er absorption feature is observed in galax­
ies when early-type stars (A-stars) dom inate the m ain-sequence 
contribution near the epoch o f the observation. The C aH /K  line 
ratio is constant in stars later than F02, while it increases dra­
matically for earlier type stars as the CaII lines weaken and He 
strengthens (Rose 1984). In addition to these spectral properties, 
we also observe a  w eak [OII] line in the stacked spectrum  of HR 
blue [NeV] emitters. This line is em itted in HII regions around O 
and B stars, and it is an indicator o f recent star form ation (with 
a lifetim e of 107 yr). Since the AGN can also contribute to [OII] 
emission, its weakness implies a low, or even absent, star form a­
tion activity in these galaxies. These properties describe a class 
o f galaxies in which there has been a very recent episode o f star 
form ation (with a burst dated back by 200-300  M yr), responsi­
ble for the inverted C aH /K  line ratio, which has now (almost) 
stopped (hence the extrem ely low [OII] emission).
We thus sim ultaneously observe an AGN indicator (in other 
words the [NeV] line) and recently stopped star-forming activity 
(in other words no [OII] em ission, inverted CaII H/K ratios, and 
deep Hb in absorption) in the blue cloud sources selected on the 
basis o f a high [NeV] /[OII] ratio luminosity ratio. W hether and 
how the two observables are linked is not clear. We can however 
affirm that these sources, under certain conditions that are not 
linked to the stellar mass, the redshift, or the [OII] luminosity, 
have a short quenching time, in other words, shorter than typical 
crossing tim e t  < 1 Gyr, as we cannot see their presence in the 
green valley. O f course we cannot exclude the possibility that by 
the tim e these sources enter and cross the green valley, they no 
longer have any significant [NeV] line, thus they are not iden­
tified as [NeV] emitters. This w ould imply that we caught these 
objects during a short phase across their path to the red sequence.
3.6. Possible b ia se s  d u e  to the AG N
A contam ination by the AGN light m ay m ake the observed 
UV-NIR continuum  bluer (Hickox et al. 2009), m im icking the 
presence o f young stars and thus affect the source classifica­
tion and some of the results presented in previous sections.
However, in general, the integrated optical and UV-optical 
colours are not strongly affected by the AGN with the excep­
tion o f rare cases (<10% ) where the AGN is very luminous, and 
unobscured (Pierce et al. 2010) . Only in those cases, such a con­
tribution can be up to 25% , depending on the observed wave­
length, and yield a misclassification o f a red galaxy as a green 
or blue one (e.g. P ierce e ta l.  2010) . As described in Sect. 2.2, 
objects in regions near the borders o f the three colour-selected 
classes have been om itted to m itigate an artificial m igration of 
objects from  one class to another in the N U V rK  diagram  caused 
by a colour alteration (of any origin).
Regarding the trends observed in the [NeV] em itters com ­
pared to their parent samples, we report below several arguments 
that disfavour the hypothesis that they m ight be due to the pres­
ence o f the AGN instead o f being intrinsic to the host. First, in 
this work, the [NeV] emitters do not host a luminous unobscured 
AGN by selection, thus the AGN contribution to the optical light 
is not expected to change the colours significantly.
In addition, the colours considered in quantifying the AGN 
contribution in the literature are usually based on bluer-bands, 
such as u -  r (H ickox et al. 2009), N u V - r  (Pierce et al. 2010), 
or U -B  (Pierce et al. 2010), while we used a redder colour ( r -K )  
that is less affected by this blueing effect because the continuum 
o f the AGN becomes red  at >1 jum (Elvis e ta l. 1994) . Finally, 
the trend reported on the population of [NeV] em itters from  the 
green valley (in other words, larger fraction at bluer r - K )  is con­
firmed not only using photom etric broad-bands but also when we 
analyse the spectral D n4000 index. The latter is less affected by 
the AGN continuum  as it is based on a narrow spectral portion 
around 4000 A.
As a final check, we also estim ated the AGN contribution 
to the spectral energy distribution (SED) in the [NeV] emitters 
and in their parent samples using the spectral energy modelling 
code CIGALE 1 (N oll et al. 2009) . We m odelled their optical- 
N IR  SEDs (8 broad-bands from  u to K) with the stellar pop­
ulation synthesis models by Bruzual & Charlot (2003) with a 
delayed star form ation history after a burst. The effect o f dust 
was treated assuming the Charlot & Fall (2000) attenuation law, 
and the dust properties of D raine & Li (2007). The AGN com po­
nent, including the accretion disk and the dusty torus emission, 
was m odelled after Fritz et al. (2006) . The fits yield a median 
fractional contribution o f the AGN com ponent to the bolom etric 
lum inosity in [NeV] emitters o f 10% in all three classes, and of 
5%, 14%, and 10% in the parent red, green and blue galaxies, 
respectively, w ith typical errors o f the order o f ±4% . We thus 
find no significant difference in the AGN contribution between 
[NeV] em itters and their parent samples. In conclusion, we have 
shown that the influence o f the nuclear activity should not be 
artificially altering the properties o f the host galaxy in [NeV] 
emitters, and thus it does not affect our results.
3.7. [NeV] em itters vs. o ther A G N  se lec tion  techn iques
In Sect. 1, we described other AGN selection techniques, for 
example, those based on the X -ray luminosity, m id-IR  colours, 
the M Ex diagram, or optical emission line ratios. These tech­
niques yield AGN samples with different levels o f com plete­
ness and purity, and these depend on the depth o f the data. In 
this work, we have adopted a less com m on technique for sev­
eral reasons: our selection based on the detection of the [NeV] 
line yields a highly reliable AGN sample (G illie ta l. 2010; 
M ignoli et al. 2013), and it can be applied to the full VIPERS
1 Code Investigation GALaxy Emission, h t t p : / / c i g a l e . l a m . f r /
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Table 1. [NeV] emitters vs. other AGN selection techniques.
Sample N N  in W1 N  X -ray AGN (%) N  M IR-AGN (%) N  M Ex AGN (%) N  BBPT AGN (%)
Blue [NeV] 269 200 11 (5.5 ± 1.7) 9 (4.5 ± 1.5) 24 (9 ± 2) 21 (8 ± 2)
Blue parent 5272 3552 4 7 (1 .3  ± 0.2) 33 (0.9 ± 0.2) 112(2 .0  ± 0.2) 67 (1.3 ± 0.2)
Green [NeV] 95 62 1 (1.6 ± 1.6) 1 (1.6 ± 1.6) 4 (4 ± 2) 4 (4 ± 2)
Green parent 2636 1708 13 (0.8 ± 0.2) 7 (0.4 ± 0.2) 12(0 .5  ± 0.1) 10(0 .4  ± 0.1)
Red [NeV] 157 120 1 (0.8 ± 0.8) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
Red parent 5272 3501 11 (0.3 ± 0.1) 5 (0 .1 4  ± 0.06) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)
Notes. X-ray AGN: X-ray detected sources with X-ray luminosities greater than 1042 ergs s-1 or with NH > 1022 cm-2. MIR-AGN: sources with 
5ix detections at 3.6pm  and 4.5pm  and with S(4.5pm)/S(3.6pm) > 1.27 (Stern etal. 2012). MEx AGN: sources with more than 3ix Hfi and 
[OIII] equivalent widths and EW([OIII])/EW(Ę0) ratios satisfying the MEx AGN selection criterion defined in Juneau et al. (2011). BBPT AGN: 
sources with more than 3ix H®, [OII], and [OIII] equivalent widths and EW([OIII])/EW(H/3) and EW([OII])/EW(H/3) ratios satisfying the blue 
BPT criterion defined in Lamareille (2010).
sample. In addition, num erous previous works have already 
investigated the incidence o f AGN identified by these techniques 
in the green valley or in transitioning galaxies (e.g. Yan et al. 
2006; Schawinski et al. 2010, 2014) . W hile they all find higher 
fractions o f AGN in the green valley, there is no clear evidence 
of negative feedback from  these AGN. Since different selection 
techniques yield AGN samples that do not fully overlap and 
m ight favour different evolutionary phases (Hickox et al. 2009), 
it is interesting to investigate and com pare results obtained with 
different AGN samples.
We have conducted this analysis using the ancillary data 
available in the VIPERS fields to quantify the fraction o f [NeV] 
emitters that would be selected as AGN by the m ost com mon 
selection techniques. In particular, we have used the X -ray data 
from  the XXL survey (Pierre et al. 2016), the Spitzer data from 
the SW IRE survey (Lonsdale et al. 2004), the W iSE data from 
the AllW ISE data (W right et al. 2010), as well as spectral m ea­
surements from  VIPERS itself, but requiring the detection of 
m ultiple em ission lines, i.e. H®, [OIII], and/or [OII] (M Ex and 
blue BPT diagrams, Juneau et al. 2011; Lam areille 2010). Each 
of these criteria can only be applied to sub-sets o f the VIPERS 
sample, because the X -ray and Spitzer coverage is lim ited to a 
fraction of the W1 field, and because the lines necessary to apply 
the M Ex or blue-BPT diagnostic diagrams are only available for 
objects up to z ~  0.89. The numbers and fractions o f [NeV] em it­
ters selected by these techniques are listed in Table 1. Overall, 
we find that only a  small fraction, i.e. <10% , o f [NeV] em it­
ters are selected by these techniques. In all cases, the fraction of 
selected AGN is higher among the [NeV] emitters than in their 
parent samples: by a factor o f five in the blue and green samples 
and a factor o f two in the red  one. This analysis also shows that 
the AGN contam ination in the parent samples is negligible, i.e. 
<2%. We note that this is true even if  [NeV] em itters are present 
in the parent samples. N one of [NeV] em itters occupy the lineRs 
region both using the few m easured [OIII]5007 & H 3  lines or 
upper lim its com puted as five times the errors on the E W  for the 
undetected sources.
This com parison indicates that the AGN selected by the 
strength of the [NeV] line are not com m only represented in shal­
low X-ray, m id-IR, M Ex, or BPT selected samples, and any 
peculiarity found in this class m ight be linked to w hat makes 
this line detectable.
It is interesting to note that 12 out o f the 13 X -ray detected 
[NeV] em itters are obscured and their X-ray-over-[NeV] lum i­
nosity ratios are consistent w ith those m easured in other X-ray 
detected [NeV] em itter samples (G illi et al. 2010), thus confirm­
ing that [NeV] sources are m ostly obscured AGN. However, we
note that the num bers o f [NeV] emitters detected in the X-rays, 
or with hot dust signatures in their m id-IR  SEDs, are too low 
to draw any significant conclusion on their properties based on 
these data (see also G illi et al. 2010; M ignoli e t al. 2013) .
In contrast to previous studies based on the classical AGN 
selection techniques, we do not find an enhancem ent o f AGN in 
the transition galaxies, but a decreasing fraction from  5.2%, to 
3.6%, and 3.0% going from  the blue cloud, to the green valley, 
and red sequence galaxies. We also find a different trend with 
respect to the stellar mass; w ith the incidence o f AGN increas­
ing towards higher m asses in the blue cloud, but decreasing 
with m ass in the red sequence. Previous studies based on X-ray 
selected AGN find an increase in the AGN fraction with stellar 
m ass in the red and green samples and no variation among blue 
galaxies (Wang et al. 2017) .
4. Discussion
In the past two decades observational studies at various wave­
bands have supported the idea o f a stochastic fueling o f AGN 
in galaxies, w ith no evidence for AGN feedback on the star 
form ation activity o f the host galaxies. However various obser­
vational findings and theoretical studies provide also an alter­
native picture supporting a close connection between AGN 
activity and the host galaxies (e.g. Boyle & Terlevich 1998; 
Silverman et al. 2008; A ird e ta l.  2010; L e F e v re e ta l .  2017), 
although this im pact on galaxy formation and evolution is 
not yet well understood (Best e t al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006; 
N esvadba et al. 2008; Smolcic 2009) .
In this investigation we present a num ber o f observational 
facts pointing at differences between active and inactive galax­
ies supporting the AGN feedback scenario. In this w ork the 
nuclear activity is probed by the high-ionisation [NeV]d3426 
em ission line and [NeV] em itters with their parent samples are 
properly selected according to their stellar m ass, redshift, and 
N U V rK  colour distributions. Broad-line (Type 1) AGNs have 
been excluded to focus on galaxies with the stellar light not con­
tam inated by the continuum  light from  the AGNs.
We find that stellar ages and the [OII] luminosities o f the 
[NeV] em itters appear to be statistically different from  the corre­
sponding parent galaxies once properly m atched in redshift and 
stellar m ass. In particular, [NeV] em itters are hosted by galax­
ies with, on average, younger stellar populations (lower D n4000 
values) and higher SFRs (larger [OII] luminosities) than their 
parent population, if  we assum e that the [OII] lum inosity is 
a direct probe o f the star form ation activity in these galaxies.
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Stellar ages and SFRs are consistent in active and inactive galax­
ies when AGNs are selected independently by the host colours, 
or the m orphological aspect. Instead, differences begin to be 
observed when the samples are carefully selected, though they 
m ight be at low er significance level, due to the reduced statistic 
(A zadi et al. 2017; and references therein). Consistent w ith pre­
vious results we find a larger fraction of green galaxies hosting 
AGN activity at progressively bluer ( r -K )  colours. This property 
is in agreem ent with results reporting an increasing incidence 
of AGN activity in younger systems, from  an X -ray selected 
sample in the COSM OS field up to z ~  1 by Silverman et al.
(2009) . These different properties testify to an intim ate correla­
tion between the AGN activity and the m echanism s that regulate 
star form ation in the host galaxy.
In addition to the different stellar ages and SFRs, we observe 
a dependence o f AGN fraction on the location of the host in 
the N U V rK  colour diagram; a trend which is mass-dependent. 
We find a slightly higher fraction of [NeV] em itters among blue 
cloud galaxies than in the green valley and red sequence. How ­
ever, such a difference is m ass-dependent as it is not observed 
for galaxies with stellar m asses <3 x  1010 M© and it is enhanced 
at higher masses, i.e. >9 x  1010 M©. One possible explanation 
is that the AGN affects m ore significantly its host galaxy or 
viceversa when the host galaxy, and thus the accreting BH, 
are m ore massive. The nuclear activity is also m ore com mon 
in progressively m assive blue galaxies. The trend with stellar 
mass has been already observed at different redshifts for dif­
ferent types of AGNs (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Best e t al. 2005; 
Silverman et al. 2009) . Local AGNs selected from  the Sloan 
D igital Sky Survey and visually classified by Schawinski et al.
(2010) are found preferentially in m assive late-type galaxies 
with lo g ( M ./M 0) ~  11, and m oderate-m ass early-type systems 
with lo g (M ./M e )  ~  10, in agreem ent with our results. This 
is coherent with Schawinski et al. (2010)’s proposal that black 
holes have different properties when hosted in either early and 
red, or late and blue type galaxies.
Conventional line diagnostics can m isidentify AGN in com ­
posite galaxies with strong star form ation activity (e.g. Bar et al. 
2017 and references therein). Single, high-ionisation line diag­
nostics are m ore sensitive to AGN ionisation in the presence 
of high levels o f star formation, e.g. using the [HeII]T4685 
emission line (B a re ta l .  2017), or the [NeV]T3426 emission 
line (G illi et al. 2010; M ignoli e t al. 2013, including this work). 
Bar e ta l. (2017) report that [HeII]-selected AGNs (in other 
words, not w ith the standard BTP diagram) are m ore com ­
m only found in star-forming galaxies in the blue cloud and 
above the m ain sequence at the high m asses where quench­
ing is expected to play a role, see Haines et al. (2017) . In this 
respect, the results by Schawinski et al. (2010) who locate the 
m ajority o f local AGN candidates in the green region m ay be 
explained by the use o f classical diagnostics. It is also true that 
if  these AGNs are located in an “already transiting” region, then 
the AGN cannot be the reason for initiating the quenching pro­
cess, as their host galaxies should have already experienced a 
star form ation suppression. In fact the delay tim e between the 
star form ation quenching and the detection of emission-lines 
used to select AGN candidates is expected to be larger than 
the tim e a galaxy needs to cross the green valley. In conclu­
sion, it is not surprising to find quenching signatures in active 
galaxies o f the blue cloud if  the AGN is the reason for such a 
star form ation quenching. This is, in fact, w hat we find in this 
analysis.
We have assessed the relative im portance o f AGN on the 
star form ation activity by com paring the stacked spectra o f two
classes o f galaxies defined based on their [NeV] over [OII] lum i­
nosity ratio. This m ethodology is sim ilar to the ones adopted in 
the local U niverse -  w ith the ratio o f the IR fine structure lines 
by LaM assa et al. (2012), or analogously to the “D ” param eter 
as distance at which a source lies from  the locus of star form ­
ing galaxies on the BTP diagram  by Kauffmann et al. (2003a). 
Through this approach we identify a sub-set o f [NeV] em it­
ters with high [NeV] to [OII] ratios w ithin the blue cloud, that 
show signs of recent quenching having experienced a  burst o f 
star form ation activity in their recent past (< 2 0 0 -3 0 0  M yr ago, 
e.g. W ild e ta l. 2007, 2010). This is supported by spectral sig­
natures typical o f very hot, m assive stars (Balm er absorption 
lines and an inversion o f the intensities o f the K  and H cal­
cium  lines, due to the presence o f a blend o f the calcium  H 
line with the H e Balm er line). Their spectra resem ble those of 
post-starburst galaxies. However they w ould never be included 
in a spectroscopic search o f post-starburst galaxies because of 
the lim it im posed on the nebular em ission lines -  powered in 
these galaxies by both SF and AGN activity (see Alatalo et al. 
2016; and references therein).
There have been recent claims of a bim odality in the com ­
position o f the population o f the green valley. This bim odality 
has been attributed to the different quenching mechanism s (and 
the characteristic tim escales) in action. M o u ta rd e ta l. (2016b) 
use a sim ilar N U V rK  diagram  to identify green valley galaxies 
within the VIPERS dataset, as a tracer o f galaxy evolution and 
the quenching process. They identify one m ain quenching chan­
nel (over a m oderately long tim escale 0 .5 -2  Gyr) between the 
star-forming and quiescent sequences at 0.2 < z < 1.5, that 
is populated by massive, star-forming galaxies with typically 
red colours, ( r - K )  > 0.76. Interestingly, they also suggest a sec­
ond path to the red sequence (with faster quenching tim escales) 
that is followed by bluer, low-m ass galaxies. Similarly, in the 
local universe, Schawinski et al. (2014) find a prim ary quench­
ing channel o f late-type galaxies that move to redder colours 
with a slow quenching tim escale according to the exhaustion 
o f their gas supplies, but also identify a m inority o f transition­
ing galaxies that requires a rapid transform ation of m orphology 
and colour. O ur result that bluer galaxies have a higher probabil­
ity o f hosting an AGN, thus a faster quenching time, and that a 
fraction o f them  present quenching signatures are in agreem ent 
with the general picture emerging from  the conclusions o f these 
studies.
This investigation dem onstrates that there exists a link 
between AGN activity and the sustainability o f star form ation in 
the hosting galaxies at 0.62 < z < 1.2. The presence o f the m ech­
an ism ^) producing the highly ionised [NeV]T3426 line, under 
certain conditions, stops the form ation o f new  stars. These con­
ditions m ay be related to the efficiency o f the black hole and/or 
the physical conditions o f the hosting galaxies, but not linked 
to stellar mass, redshift, or current star form ation (as expressed 
via the [OII] lum inosity). To have a com pletely quenched sys­
tem, the cold gas reservoir has to be either fully consum ed or 
heated up entirely. In simulations this is achieved alm ost instan­
taneously via a Gn  feedback (Springel et al. 2005), thus feed­
back m ight start before a AGN hosting galaxy reaches the green 
valley, precisely as we observe in the [NeV] emitters in the blue 
cloud. Considering that our results are based on a  com plete spec­
troscopic sample and lim ited by the [NeV] observability, and that 
the AGN can be variable and with a relatively short duty cycle, 
AGN feedback that makes blue galaxies quickly transition to 
the red  sequence m ay be even m ore com mon than previously 
believed, at least for galaxies within stellar mass and redshifts 
explored here.
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5. Conclusions
Thanks to the large volume probed by the VIM OS Public 
Extragalactic Redshift Survey, we have been able to select 
the largest sample of [NeV] emitters at interm ediate redshifts 
(z = 0 .6 2 -1 .2 ) available so far. We have used this sample to 
study the properties o f the host galaxies with nuclear activ­
ity, as probed by the presence o f the high-ionisation potential 
o f the [NeV]A3426 em ission line. The sample com prises 529 
[NeV] emitters, m atched in redshift and stellar mass, and divided 
into the red sequence, green valley and blue cloud accord­
ing to their (N U V -r)  vs. ( r -K )  colours. We have built mass 
and redshift m atched control samples o f galaxies using the full 
VIPERS survey, to com pare w ith the properties o f the active 
sample.
We report on statistically different properties (stellar age, 
[OII] luminosity, r - K  colour) between active and inactive galax­
ies, and among the active galaxies different characteristics (stel­
lar mass, fractional number) are observed according to their 
N U V rK  colours. In particular, the m ain results are as follows:
1. Blue [NeV] em itters are significantly m ore m assive than the 
[NeV] em itters in the red sequence.
2. The [NeV] em itters in the green valley and in the blue cloud 
have younger underlying stellar populations com pared to 
their parent populations (using the 4000 A Balm er break as a 
tracer).
3. The fraction of [NeV] em itters in the green valley increases 
by about a factor o f 2.5 with decreasing ( r -K )  colour. This 
is not observed for the [NeV] emitters in the blue cloud or in 
the red sequence.
4. The abundance o f the [NeV] em itters with respect to their 
parent population in the blue cloud and red sequence show 
opposite trends with the stellar mass. N o statistical trend with 
stellar m ass is observed for the num ber o f [NeV] emitters in 
the green valley.
5. The [NeV] em itters show a higher [OII] lum inosity than that 
o f the parent galaxies in both the blue cloud and the green 
valley, confirming the contribution of the AGN activity to 
the [OII] emission.
6. Among the blue cloud galaxies, we identify a sub-set o f 
[NeV] em itters with w eak or absent [OII] em ission (HR 
class). Their stacked spectra show signs o f a recent burst o f 
star formation, and no current star-form ation activity sim i­
lar to post-starburst galaxies. These objects represent galax­
ies w ere star-form ation has been recently halted and this 
is likely linked to the presence o f the a Gn . In the [NeV] 
emitters in the green valley and red  sequence, star formation 
has already stopped, presum ably when they were in the blue 
cloud, but the AGN continues to be traceable through the 
high-ionisation [NeV] line. Based on the properties of the 
blue [NeV] emitters, we claim  that the AGN is m ore com ­
m on in m ore m assive galaxies and when their star formation 
is closer to its peak, as suggested by their blue ( r -K )  colours 
and low D4000 values.
These observational pieces o f evidence taken together point 
towards a link between the AGN activity and the m echanism(s) 
that regulate the star form ation in the host galaxy. We also reveal 
the existence o f a novel class o f AGN hosting galaxies among 
the blue galaxies where the AGN m ay arguably fast quench the 
star form ation and accelerate the evolution from  the blue cloud 
to the green valley.
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